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October (10/11/21)

- Host: Tom Petes
- Charmaine Royal
  African and African American Studies
  Family Medicine and Community Health
  Biology
  Global Health
- Cullen Lab trainee

November (11/8/21)

- Host: Carolyn Coyne
- Valdivia Lab trainee
- David Lab trainee

December (12/13/21)

- Host: Dong Yan
- Paul Magwene
  Biology
  Molecular Genetics and Microbiology
- Marchuk Lab trainee

January (1/10/22)

- Host: Clare Smith
- Coers Lab trainee
- Scaglione Lab trainee
February (2/14/22)
- Host: Hiro Matsunami
- Heaton Lab trainee
- Rawls Lab trainee

March (3/14/22)
- Host: Jack Keene
- Ko Lab trainee
- Heitman Lab trainee

April (4/11/22)
- Host: Micah Luftig
- Silver Lab trainee
- Jinks-Robertson Lab trainee

May (5/9/22)
- Host: Beth Sullivan
- Thuy Le
  Medicine
  Molecular Genetics and Microbiology
  Global Health
- Chi Lab trainee

October (10/10/22)
- Host: Craig Lowe
- Horner Lab trainee
- Tobin Lab trainee